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➢ In an uncertain environment, decisions may be based on a stochastic representation of the world.

➢ Planning under uncertainty commonly formalized using partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDPs)

➢ However, finding an optimal plan for a POMDP is usually intractable due to high computational burden.

➢ State-of-the-art (SOTA) solvers rely on online tree search to approximate the optimal plan.

➢ SOTA solvers are limited to asymptotic and/or probabilistic guarantees relative to the optimal plan.

Motivation

Results
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1. Select only a subset of the states and observations at each node,
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We consider a finite horizon, discrete POMDP and assume the reward function is bounded from above.

The optimal value function denoted as,

and the state, action and observation spaces are denoted as, , and

denotes the belief at time step t.

denotes the reward.

denotes the policy at a given belief, at time step t.

Problem Formulation

2. Define a simplified value function, which relies on the definition of the subset,

3. Derive bounds relative to to the theoretical, unknown, value function

4. Derive new exploration criteria, and guarantee its convergence to the
optimal value in finite time

➢ Attach our bounds to state-of-the-art solvers, POMCP and AR-DESPOT.

➢ Compute and update the bounds at planning session.

➢ Use the bounds to select an action to perform after the planning has completed.

Derive deterministic guarantees and an exploration criteria for online planning with a simplified observation 
space

Derive guarantees when both the state and observation spaces are simplified (e.g. sampled)

Show how to apply the derivations to provide guarantees for existing SOTA solvers, e.g. POMCP and 
DESPOT

Simplified observation and state spacesSimplified observation space

3. Derive bounds relative to to the theoretical, unknown, value function

where,

* Notably, this bound only viable at the root node, when t = 0, and thus is
not used for exploration.
However, it is being used attached to SOTA algorithms guaranteeing their
performance, as shown in the experimental section.
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